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Downtown St. Louis, Incorporated was founded in 1958 by a group of St. Louis' businessmen who were interested in the revitalization of downtown St. Louis. In the late fifties and early sixties many large suburban shopping centers were constructed in all areas of St. Louis County which took away much of the commercial shopping and entertainment business from downtown St. Louis.

Since its founding the organization has implemented the construction and renovation projects such as the completion of the Gateway Arch, Gateway Mall, the Old Post Office, and the Convention Plaza. Downtown St. Louis, Incorporated became the Downtown St. Louis Partnership.

SCOPE AND CONTENT

The Downtown St. Louis Partnership Addenda contains information concerning the revitalization of the downtown area. This collection documents the Gateway Arch, Old Post Office, Convention Plaza, Gateway Mall, and includes photographs, art, graphics, video and a brick.

Box 1
791.1-1080 (35mm slides included in photo database)
791.1081-1117 (unidentified 35mm slides not included in photo database)
791.1118-1258 (35mm slides of graphic material not included in photo database)

Box 2
791.1263-1272 (Prints of various sizes included in photo database)
V.1-VHS tape HRI St. Louis Presentation September 2, 1997
1-Brick with plaque from the Ambassador Building 1926

Oversized Art, Graphics, and Photos
(Only photographs included in photo database)

1. Framed St. Louis themed art, showing Arch, riverboat, Mark Twain, and other St. Louis icons. Blue matt and silver frame. Artist Ted Goerscher. 19x23. Hanging in office.

2. Framed photo of St. Louis. Black and white, aerial view, looking north, shows river,
3. Framed colored map of St. Louis and vicinity. Shows roads and rail lines. 20x27. Hanging in office.

4. Framed color photo of St. Louis riverfront at night. Fireworks over the Arch. 20x16. Hanging in office. 791.1260

5. Framed photo of St. Louis. Black and white, aerial view, looking south, showing river, Arch, and Busch Stadium. Arteaga Photos. 11x14. Hanging in office. 791.1261


7. Framed copy of panorama of high buildings in St. Louis. Color copy, including Mo Pacific, Lincoln Trust, Wainwright, Fullerton, Holland, and Missouri Trust Buildings. 9x5.5. Hanging in office.


10. Mounted black and white poster of the King B Daylight Store. 17th and Washington Ave, St. Louis. 21x31. Stored near map case.

11. Mounted black and white aerial view of St. Louis. Showing courthouse, and river, cleared Gateway Arch grounds. 1959. 38x38. 2 COPIES. Hanging in hall. 791.1273